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Abstract. Integrity is one critical performance indicator for navigation in safety-critical applications such 7 

as autonomous vehicles. Alert limit is one of the representive parameters in integrity monitoring which 8 

defines the maximum tolerable positioning error for an operation to safely proceed. But the integrity 9 

requirements for global navigation satellite system (GNSS) assessment are quite different from those for 10 

other applications. For autonomous vehicles, a reasonable alert limit needs to ensure the vehicle security 11 

and take full advantage of the space between vehicle and lane as much as possible. Based on the analysis 12 

of integrity application differences from civil aviation to autonomous vehicles, an improved alert limit 13 

determination method is proposed in this paper. The kinematic model is firstly introduced into the online 14 

determination of alert limit. The integrity risk on two sides are allocated optimally respect to the road 15 

geometry and kinematic model. The fixed cuboid bounding box is replaced by a subversive fan-shaped 16 

bounding box which is more reasonable to cover the safety-critical areas. The discussion compared with 17 

the Ford model also verified the superiority of the proposed method. Finally the paper also gives the alert 18 

limits calculated based on the Chinese standards and hopefully it could provide some references for the 19 

navigation integrity assessment for autonomous vehicles.  20 
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1. Introduction 22 

Autonomous vehicles are the next technology revolution in transportation and will greatly improve the 23 

safety, efficiency and intelligence. However the complexity and diversity of surrounding environment 24 

aggravate the requirements for monitoring and controlling 1. In order to promote the progress steadily, 25 

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 2 suggests six levels for driving autonomy, which is shown in 26 

Figure 1. From Level 0 to Level 2, the driver needs to be responsible for monitoring and controlling the 27 

vehicle all the time though some automated features or functions have been involved in the system. It is a 28 

milestone from Level 2 to Level 3 as the driving system starts to replace the driver to monitor the 29 

environment and control the vehicle in certain circumstances. Starting from Level 4, the role of autonomous 30 

system exceeds that of driver clearly. Level 5 is full automation, which is the final target of autonomous 31 

vehicles. The system is capable of performing all dynamic driving tasks all-time and all-circumstance. From 32 

lower level to higher level, the autonomy is growing up while the ability and obligation of driver is 33 

constantly decreasing.  34 

Figure 1 Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) levels of road vehicle autonomy  36 

With the growing levels of autonomy, the requirements of autonomous vehicles on navigation become 37 

much more stringent than traditional applications. Particularly for traditional applications, the navigation 38 

system is an assistant tool for the human rather than a decision system. The navigation doesn’t need to be 39 
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responsible for the safety and reliability of positioning results. Applications such as autonomous vehicles 40 

of Level 3+ is defined as safety-critical application in positioning, navigation and timing (PNT). To make 41 

its way towards production-ready maturity, most automobile manufacturers and research institutes are 42 

committed to an extremely accurate, robust, and reliable navigation system to guarantee the mission 43 

accomplishment and operation safety 3 4. 44 

As autonomous vehicles require decimeter-level even centimeter-level positioning accuracy, most of the 45 

current researches focus on the robust and reliable navigation solution based on multi-sensor5 6. It results 46 

that the performance assessment system is got less attentions in above safety-critical application. To some 47 

extent, the navigation safety requirements are much more important as they determine the status of safety 48 

and define the performance of sensor solutions at scale 7 8. Besides the accuracy, integrity is another 49 

representative indicator among navigation applications. Different from the traditional fault detection 50 

technology, integrity puts more emphasis on the measure of trust that can be placed in the correct position 51 

and the ability to provide timely alert when the navigation system should not be used for navigation. 52 

Integrity was firstly introduced in global positioning system (GPS) and accepted by the civil aviation as 53 

one of the crucial criteria for satellite navigation system 9  10 . The corresponding concepts such as 54 

probability of hazardous misleading information (PHMI), alert limit (AL) and protection level (PL) are 55 

defined and used for integrity evaluation. Actually as a representative quantifiable criterion, integrity has 56 

been introduced and researched in many fields.  57 

Based on the successful and mature application in civil aviation, the definition of integrity risk and 58 

protection level have been initially introduced into autonomous vehicles to evaluate the safety 11 12. 59 

However as mentioned above, most of the research literatures focus on the user algorithms to meet the 60 

integrity requirements while the integrity requirements are transplanted from the civil aviation easily. The 61 

research on integrity requirements of autonomous vehicles attracted less attentions 13. Especially the 62 

application differences such as driving scenario, integrity requirements, navigation information are not 63 
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analysed in detail. The detailed algorithm and solutions are full of uncertainty. For example, the principles 64 

for alert limit determination are almost not mentioned in the current papers. Only the localization 65 

requirement model proposed by the Ford Motor Company (referred to ‘Ford model’ hereinafter) introduced 66 

a baseline method for evaluate the alert limit 14. 67 

The Ford model exactly did pioneer work in integrity for autonomous vehicles. However the principle 68 

of baseline method is still slightly limited in civil aviation. The Ford model made full use of bounding box 69 

in global navigation satellite system (GNSS) position of civil aviation. A fixed cuboid box is defined for 70 

allowed position error and the corresponding protection levels are then determined. The mode needs to find 71 

a trade-off between the lateral and longitudinal alert limits. It is easy to understand that the balance needs 72 

to fall to the lateral component as it is more stringent. However, different from the civil aircraft, whose 73 

trajectory is smooth and the route in flight is relatively vast, the challenge that autonomous vehicle facing 74 

is the complexity and limitation of lanes. In most cases, the width of lane is less than 4 meters. With the 75 

road curvature increasing, the size of the cuboid box the lane can contain is drastically decreased. Actually 76 

the size of box is severely limited in curved road, resulting in a more restrict and conservative alert limits 77 

in final vehicle operation. But for integrity, conservative alert limits will affect the availability of navigation 78 

system. What’s worse, the model results show that the vehicle have to drive off the centerline in curved 79 

road and close to the inner side to guarantee the biggest box. The added complexity and uncertainty to the 80 

control and navigation system make the loss outweighs the gain. Last but not least, the difference in vehicle 81 

kinematic model is not considered in Ford model.  82 

A comprehensive and detailed review of integrity application differences between civil aviation and 83 

autonomous vehicles is given in this paper, which has never been concluded from the aspect of user 84 

algorithm in the existing literature to the authors' knowledge. Based on that, a novel online alert limit 85 

determination method is proposed to improve the weakness of the current research. The vehicle kinematic 86 

model is introduced into the integrity evaluation firstly and the fan-shaped bounding box is pioneered to 87 
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improve the integrity risk allocation. The discuss results are encouraging for the decimeter-level positioning 88 

requirements in autonomous vehicles. Section 2 describes the significance of integrity and the alert limit 89 

for safety-critical navigation application. Section 3 gives the review of integrity application differences and 90 

difficulties between civil aviation and autonomous vehicles. Section 4 proposed the online alert limit 91 

determination method enhanced by the kinematic model. Section 5 compares and discusses the alert limit 92 

performance of the proposed and baseline Ford model under different vehicle types and road grades. Section 93 

6 is the conclusion. 94 

2 Integrity Risk Evaluation in Civil Aviation 95 

Since little literature talked about the significance and importance of alert limits, even the differences 96 

between integrity and accuracy or fault detection. In this section, we’ll start from the integrity requirements 97 

for the navigation system and analyze the impact of alert limits on integrity risk evaluation. 98 

2.1 Integrity Requirements for Navigation System 99 

Integrity, including accuracy, continuity and availability, are all representive performance indexes for 100 

navigation system. Their relationship is shown in Figure 2. There exists layer upon layer relations between 101 

each other. For integrity evaluation, the promise is that the accuracy of navigation results should meet the 102 

requirements firstly. The continuity of a system is the ability of the total system to perform its function 103 

without interruption during the intended operation. More specifically, continuity is the probability that the 104 

specified system performance will be maintained for the duration of a phase of operation, presuming that 105 

the system was available at the beginning of that phase of operation. The availability of a navigation system 106 

is the percentage of time that the services of the system are usable by the navigator. Availability is an 107 

indication of the ability of the system to provide usable service within the specified coverage area. Signal 108 

availability is the percentage of time that navigation signals transmitted from external sources are available 109 
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for use. It is a function of both the physical characteristics of the environment and the technical capabilities 110 

of the transmitter facilities 15. 111 

Figure 2 Performance requirements for navigation  113 

Both the accuracy and integrity focus the positioning errors in a certain probability. For example, as 114 

shown in Figure 3, we often define the required accuracy as the biggest position error in 95% time which 115 

corresponds to 2σ in normal distribution. Integrity risk is a much stricter probability which is defined less 116 

than 10-7~10-8 in most cases. 117 

Figure 3 Relationship between accuracy and integrity 119 

However it does not mean that integrity is a stricter accuracy in positioning results. They have obvious 120 

distinctions in function implementation. 121 

Firstly, integrity is an index that focuses on safety-critical application. Compared to the accuracy which 122 

focuses on the best 95% test statistics (shows as the green part in the figure), the integrity risk emphasizes 123 

the impact of vehicle on hazardous situations due to the navigation system (as shown as the red part in the 124 

future). The probability of this scenario is pretty small but the impact is unacceptable for human safety. 125 

Secondly, it is a difference between offline and online. For navigation system or sensors, accuracy is a 126 

performance index that tested and determined offline before use. Integrity is a criterion of real time online 127 

processing for particular operations. Accuracy determines whether we use this navigation system for this 128 

Accuracy Integrity Continuity Availability

σ
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application. Integrity determines whether we rely on the navigation results at this epoch during this 129 

operation. 130 

Finally, integrity includes the function of fault detection and exclusion and the ability to provide alarms 131 

when the navigation results are not reliable. Accuracy doesn’t include such functions. Last but not least, 132 

the performance of integrity also affects the performance continuity.  133 

2.2 Alert Limit in Integrity Evaluation 134 

As we mentioned in above subsection, integrity risk emphasizes the impact of vehicle on hazardous 135 

situations due to the navigation system. For specific operation, integrity risk PHMI is defined as the 136 

probability of providing a normal operation signal that is actually out of tolerance without warning the user 137 

in a given period of time. Here the maximum tolerable positioning error for an operation to safely proceed 138 

is called alert limit. Correspondingly the protection level is a statistical error bound computed to guarantee 139 

the probability of error exceeding the bound is smaller than the defined integrity risk 16. So the integrity 140 

risk bounded by the protection level can be expressed as: 141 

 𝑃𝑃��𝐗𝐗� − 𝐗𝐗� > 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴&𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 < 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴� ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (1) 142 

where 𝐗𝐗 and 𝐗𝐗� are the actual position and estimated position, respectively. The above equation is also the 143 

basic principle for integrity evaluation. 144 

The classical Stanford diagram lists the relationship between PL, AL, and positioning error (PE), which 145 

is shown in Figure 4. As in the circumstance 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 > 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴, the system will always trigger the alarm. And the 146 

scenario ‘Misleading information’ doesn’t change the determination that the navigation result is reliable. 147 

For result-oriented view, the Stanford diagram can be simplified into Figure 5, which is simpler to 148 

understand. The integrity outputs can be divided into two options: 149 
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Figure 4 Stanford diagram  151 

 152 

Figure 5 Result-oriented relationship between PL, AL and estimated position 154 
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1) 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 > 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴. The relationship is shown as the dotted blue circle and red circle in the figure. It is easy to 155 

understand that when PL exceeds AL, the alert will be triggered immediately, no matter whether the 156 

positioning error exceeds the AL or not.  157 

2) 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 < 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴. The relationship is shown as the solid blue circle and the red circle in the figure. It is an 158 

ideal circumstance and the integrity output is that the navigation position is reliable. In fact only the 159 

circumstance that the PL can cover the position error, it is reliable status definitely. When the integrity 160 

output is reliable but the positioning error exceeds the AL, the navigation position at this epoch is defined 161 

as the hazardous misleading information.  162 

In most integrity-related researches, the works focus on the positioning algorithm and protection level 163 

computation to guarantee the availability of GNSS. What we do in integrity research is to keep this kind of 164 

integrity risk is small enough to meet the required PHMI. On the other side, the research on AL 165 

determination is relatively few. However, as shown in Figure 5 and equation (1), the alert limit plays an 166 

important role in integrity evaluation. If the defined AL is too large, then the calculated PL is easy to meet 167 

the requirements, the navigation results will be evaluated as reliable in most time no matter whether the 168 

positioning result has been damaged by measurement outliers or hazardous situations. It is unacceptable in 169 

safety-critical applications. On the contrary, if the defined AL is too small. The calculated PL is easy to 170 

exceeds the AL and trigger the alert. The navigation system will be identified as unavailable frequently due 171 

to false alarms. It doesn’t reflect the real situation and is disadvantageous for the technology application. 172 

The result is that the alert limit should be objective, reasonable and reflect the navigation requirements as 173 

far as possible.  174 

3 Integrity application from Civil Aviation to Autonomous Vehicles 175 

There are a lot of similarities between civil aviation and autonomous vehicles in view of navigation. 176 

Both of them are safety-critical applications. Their perfect working mode is autopilot in all conditions. 177 

Strictly the civil aircraft is one of the few means of the transportation that have achieved autonomous 178 
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driving in cruise mode. GNSS provides absolute positioning results in this point-to-point service. It results 179 

that it is feasible to introduce integrity and alert limit to evaluate the measure of trust of the navigation 180 

system. 181 

The importance of alert limit determination has been analyzed in above section. Actually the alert limit 182 

requirements in civil aviation is defined with the flight operations. As shown in Table 1, the alert limit is 183 

relatively simple due to the vast route before non-precision approach. In fact the unit of alert limit is nautical 184 

mile (NM). Even entering the precision approach, the alert limit is still as large as tens of meters due to the 185 

wide runway. Particularly the alter limit is a constant during one certain operation. Of course it is no longer 186 

applicable for alert limit determination in autonomous vehicle. The next subsection will introduce the 187 

differences in detail. 188 

Table 1 Alert limit requirements in civil aviation 189 

Operation Oceanic en-
route 

Continental en-
route Terminal Non-precision 

approach 
APV- 

I APV-II Category I 

HAL 7.4km 
(4NM) 

3.7km 
(2NM) 

1.85km 
(1NM) 

556m 
(0.3NM) 

40m 
(130ft) 

40m 
(130ft) 

40m 
(130ft) 

VAL N/A N/A N/A N/A 50m 
(163ft) 

20m 
(66ft) 

35~10m 
(115~33ft) 

 190 

To implement the integrity evaluation for autonomous vehicles, it’s believed that all factors related to 191 

the integrity parameters (integrity risk, positioning errors, alert limit and protection level calculation) need 192 

be considered effectively. A review of integrity application difference is given in this section. From civil 193 

aviation to autonomous vehicles, we conclude the differences in four aspects: Driving scenario, Integrity 194 

requirements, Navigation solution and Sensor availability. These four aspects affect every integrity 195 

parameter more or less. Table 2 only lists the strong relationship between influence factors and integrity 196 

parameters. The symbol ‘√’ represents the strong relationship. The detailed information of influence factors 197 

is shown in Table 3. 198 

Table 2 Strong relationship between influence factors and integrity parameters 199 
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Integrity parameter 
Influence factor 

Integrity Risk Alert Limit Positioning Errors Protection Level 

Driving scenario √ √ √ √ 
Integrity Requirements √ √  √ 

Navigation Solution √  √ √ 
Sensor Availability √  √ √ 

 200 

For driving scenario, it is the most open-and-shut difference between the two applications. It is also the 201 

difference that affect all integrity parameters. Comparing with that of civil aviation, the trajectory of 202 

autonomous vehicles is complex. The road grades can be divided into freeway, street road, interchange, 203 

tunnel and so on. They have different road parameters and various traffic regulations. One common 204 

characteristic is that the road lane is narrow compared to the size of vehicles, which results the safe space 205 

is extremely limited. Besides that, the civil aircraft is sensitive to the weather only in take-off and terminal 206 

approach. It will further avoid the impact of severe weather by airport scheduling system 17. However the 207 

autonomous vehicles will face the severe weather such as rainstorm and snow directly. The difference in 208 

driving scenario determines that autonomous vehicles need to assess the four integrity parameters online 209 

and real-time. 210 

For integrity requirements, it affect the integrity risk and alert limit determination. It includes the 211 

integrity risk unit, risk quantization, alert limit definition and determination. Compared to civil aviation 212 

which has established a whole performance requirement for integrity, most of the above factors for 213 

autonomous vehicles are to be determined (TBD) disappointingly and need to be solved urgently. 214 

Table 3 The differences of integrity evaluation between civil aviation and autonomous vehicles. 215 

Aspect Item Civil Aviation Autonomous Vehicles 

Driving Scenario 

Trajectory Smooth Complex 
Route/Lane ~km <4m 

Relative space Vast Narrow 
Weather impact Little Obvious 

Integrity 
Requirements 

Integrity risk unit /h; /approach /mile;/h 
Risk quantization 10-6~10-8 TBD 
Alert limit range ~kilometer-~10 m TBD 
Bounding box Simple, Cylinder TBD 
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Navigation 
Solutions 

Navigation sensors GNSS(GPS) GNSS/INS/LiDAR/Camera 
Navigation method GNSS only Multi-sensor fusion 

GNSS position 
model Single point RTK/PPP 

Aided information SBAS/GBAS/ILS HD map; V2X 

Sensor Availability 

Measurement Pseudorange Pseudorange/Carrier/Point 
Cloud… 

Positioning model Absolute Absolute; Relative 
Measurement 
performance 

Similar among 
satellites Diversity and complexity 

Integrity risk 
allocation 

Equally among 
satellites TBD 

 216 

For navigation solutions, it is the key technology and research hotspot that most automobile 217 

manufacturers and research institutes have spent huge fund and human resources on 18. The navigation 218 

system must output the positioning errors as small as possible and have the ability to detect outliers, faults, 219 

interfere, spoofing, and so on. Sensors which can provide high accuracy positioning results, like RTK (Real 220 

- time kinematic), PPP (Precise Point Positioning), Inertial navigation system (INS), Light imaging 221 

detection and ranging (LiDAR), radar and camera, are involved in the navigation solution for autonomous 222 

vehicles. However none of them is able to complete the whole task independently due to their vulnerability 223 

to interferences and limitations to application scenarios 19  20  21 . To satisfy the above navigation 224 

requirements and evade the drawbacks of single sensor, multi-sensor information fusion technology is 225 

widely adopted in autonomous vehicles navigation solutions with the assist of high definition (HD) map or 226 

vehicle-to-everything (V2X) technology 22 23. By contrast, the navigation solution and positioning model 227 

in civil aviation is simpler and more mature. 228 

For sensor availability, it can be regarded as the extension of navigation solution aspect but directly 229 

affect the integrity risk and positioning errors. The above sensors can provide various types of navigation 230 

information such as absolute or relative positioning output, range or positioning observations. However, 231 

multi-sensor information fusion can improve the robustness and universality, so does the integrity risk 232 

probability of decreasing the navigation accuracy and reliability due to sensor faults and performance 233 
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degradation of single sensor 24 25. Furthermore, as the performance of satellites is similar, the problem of 234 

integrity risk allocation is not serious in civil aviation. However in autonomous vehicles, the integrity risk 235 

needs to be allocated to different sensors based on their availability and impact on the final navigation 236 

results. No sensor can be regarded as absolute safe and reliable. 237 

Based on the analysis of these four aspects, the integrity evaluation of autonomous vehicle is much more 238 

complex and difficult compared to that of civil aviation. The resulting integrity solution should be more 239 

rigorous due to human safety. Particularly among the above four aspects, the integrity requirement-related 240 

work needs to be paid more attentions while there have not been some progresses compared to the other 241 

three aspects to some extents. Among the integrity requirement, the importance of alert limit is self-evident. 242 

It plays an important role in user algorithm to determine the final decision is normal operation, false alarm 243 

or missed detection. 244 

4 Alert Limit Determination in Autonomous Vehicles 245 

The significance and urgency of alert limit for integrity application in autonomous vehicles have been 246 

reviewed in above section. In this section, the current alert limit determination technology is introduced 247 

and a novel method is proposed in detail. 248 

4.1 Baseline Alert Limit Determination  249 

Actually little literature mentioned the alert limit determination in autonomous vehicles. Ford model is 250 

the first model that proposed a detailed algorithm for alert limit determination of autonomous vehicles. The 251 

baseline procession of Ford model can be summarized in  Figure 6. The input parameters include road 252 

geometry and vehicle dimension. The absolute alter limit is a trade-off in turns and the final alert limit is a 253 

relative one considering the attitude compensation. The core steps include two: Trade-off in turns and 254 

Orientation error rotation. 255 
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Figure 6 Functional diagram of Ford model 257 

As shown in Figure 7, in most cases the bounding shape of alert limit for autonomous vehicles is defined 258 

as a cuboid box considering the vehicle dimension. The bounding box can be divided to lateral, longitudinal 259 

and vertical directions. The problem is that once the car drives into a turn, the size of the bounding box is 260 

changing due to the radius, which is shown in Figure 8. A longer longitudinal alert limit will result in a 261 

shorter latitude alert limit and vice versa. The relationship between latitude and longitudinal alert limit can 262 

be expressed in the following equation: 263 

 264 

Figure 7 Bounding box definition for autonomous vehicles 266 
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Figure 8 Bounding box geometry in a turn 268 
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where 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 are latitude and longitudinal alert limit, respectively. 𝑅𝑅 and 𝑤𝑤 are radius and the width of 270 

the turn. For a certain radius and width, a trade-off must be made to calculate the outputs of alert limits. 271 

There are no definite trade-off principles. The sacrifice is inevitable in one direction. 272 

Another problem is that to meet the ideal bounding box calculated in above equation, the car needs to 273 

drive off the centreline in curved road and close to one side of the road. As shown in Figure 8, at the current 274 

epoch, the centreline of road is point 𝑁𝑁, where the center of the car, also the center of the bounding box, is 275 

point 𝑃𝑃. The distance between 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑁𝑁 can be calculated as: 276 

𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 = 𝑂𝑂𝑁𝑁 − 𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃 = 𝑤𝑤−𝑥𝑥
2

 (3) 277 

where this distance is dynamic and changing due to the road type and radius. The added complexity and 278 

uncertainty to the control and navigation system make the loss outweighs the gain. 279 

Focus on the orientation error rotation. It is easy to understand that it needs to modify and compensate 280 

the attitude error for a moving car positioning. However it should be noted that according to the definition 281 

of alert limit, it is an absolute bounding box under the maximum tolerable positioning error. Thus the 282 

attitude error should be involved in this bounding box rather than shrinking the box. In other words, attitude 283 

error is one kind of positioning error, and it has no relationship with the determination of alter limit. 284 
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Furthermore, to compensate the attitude error, a lot of assumptions and compromises are made in Ford 285 

model such as: The sum of allowable longitudinal and vertical errors for freeway operation be 286 

approximately half the vehicle length; Orientation error for freeway operation is 1.5 degrees and for local 287 

streets is 0.5 degrees. These behaves conversely reduces the preciseness of the algorithm. 288 

4.2 Online Alert Limit Determination enhanced by kinematic model 289 

Based on the introduction of integrity and the analysis of Ford model, one important parameter not 290 

considered in civil aviation and Ford model is the vehicle kinematic model. As shown in Figure 9 (a), when 291 

going around a curve, the direction of vehicle driving will have an apparent angle compared to the direction 292 

of head, especially in turning and roundabout. It is also another difference between civil aircraft and 293 

autonomous vehicle. Under this scenario, compared with the steering wheel and wheels, the designed 294 

cuboid box aligning with the head will not fully reflect the driving characteristic of the autonomous vehicle. 295 

Take the car head as an example, the advantage of cuboid box is to allocate the integrity risk to the left and 296 

right sides equally. However, the car has a trend to turn to the inner side due to the kinematic model. Just 297 

shown in Figure 9 (b), the outer wheels will run a bigger circle than that of the inner wheels when the car 298 

goes around a turn. The integrity risk on two sides are not balanced. 299 

300 

(a) 301 

OMN
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302 

(b) 303 

Figure 9 Kinematic model in turns 304 

Overall, a realistic and reasonable model for integrity alert limit determination method enhanced by 305 

kinematic model is proposed. A flexible bounding box with respect to the kinematic model will replace the 306 

fixed cuboid box. In straight road, the road geometry is simple and the vehicle kinematic model is clear. A 307 

cuboid box based on the width of lane is determined using the method similar to Ford model. On the other 308 

hand, in curved road, a fan-shaped box is designed to bound the vehicle appropriately. The box is 309 

determined by the radius, the width and the design speed of the road. These parameters are easy to access 310 

from the high definition (HD) map, which means the alert limit can be calculated online. Figure 10 shows 311 

a demo of HD map, the radius, width of the lane can be outputted with the running vehicle simultaneously. 312 

But it should be noted that the accuracy and covariance error must be considered in the final integrity risk 313 

evaluation, which is similar to the orientation error.  314 

O
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Figure 10 HD map in Google Earth 316 

With a small inner side and big outer side, the fan-shaped box is much more fit for the vehicle kinetic 317 

model. The vehicle can keep drive along the centerline of the lane to guarantee the optimum control. 318 

Starting from the fan-shaped box, it can still get the lateral and longitudinal alert limits to evaluate the 319 

localization performance. As the aim of bounding box is to avoid the vehicle itself from hazardous 320 

circumstance, the longitudinal and lateral alert limits can still be defined as the distance from the vehicle 321 

body straight to the box laterally and longitudinally, respectively. Finally, the fan-shaped bounding box is 322 

the blue shadow area in Figure 11. Focus on the positioning point 𝑁𝑁, the alert limit is shown as the red 323 

shadow area in Figure 12, where 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 and 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 are the lateral and longitudinal alert limit, respectively. It 324 

should be noted that the area ‘𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴’ in Figure 12 is the alert limit of positioning point, not the bounding 325 

box of the vehicle in Figure 11. 326 

 327 
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Figure 11 Fan-shaped bounding box for vehicle 329 

Figure 12 Alert limit based on fan-shaped box 331 

For the calculation of lateral and longitudinal alert limit, it is easy to find that the lateral alert limit is 332 

determined by the width of the road and the width of the vehicle: 333 

𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿.𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝑤𝑤−𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣
2

  (4) 334 

where 𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣 is the width of the vehicle. 335 

𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿.𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅 (5) 336 

where 𝑅𝑅 is determined by the design speed of the turn and the positioning interval time 𝑇𝑇. 337 

 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑
𝑅𝑅
𝑇𝑇 (6) 338 
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Hence the shape of the bounding box is not necessary to be immutable and the alert limit can be 339 

calculated online by the road geometry, width of the vehicle directly without any trade-off and 340 

compromises. 341 

5 Discussion 342 

To verify the superiority of the proposed alert limit determination method. The output comparison 343 

between Ford model and the proposed model are tested and discussed based on the American road design 344 

standard 26. Then the alert limits based on the Chinese design specification for highway alignment are given 345 

in detail 27. 346 

5.1 Comparison based on American Road Design Standard 347 

Table 4 and Table 5 show the alert limits based on America standard road types and vehicle types. 348 

Particular the road widths used in freeway operation and local road are 3.6m and 3.0m, respectively. The 349 

radiuses of turns are 150m and 20m, respectively. 350 

 351 

Table 4 Alert limits for America freeway operation 352 

Vehicle Type Ford Model Proposed Model 
Lat.AL/m Lon.AL/m Lat.AL/m Lon.AL/m 

Mide-Size 0.72 1.40 0.86 2.78 
Full-Size 0.66 1.40 0.83 2.78 

Standard Pickup 0.62 1.40 0.80 2.78 
Passenger Vehicle Limits 0.57 1.40 0.75 2.78 

6-Wheel Pickup 0.40 1.40 0.59 2.78 
 353 

As the tables shown, compared to those calculated by Ford model, the lateral alert limits determined by 354 

the proposed model are broadened by 20%~50%. The longitudinal alert limits are broadened about two 355 

times. The safe spaces between the vehicle and the lane are maximized to the full. It is significant for the 356 

autonomous vehicle navigation with relatively less stringent alert limits. 357 
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Table 5 Alert limits for America local road 358 

Vehicle Type Ford Model Proposed Model 
Lat.AL/m Lon.AL/m Lat.AL/m Lon.AL/m 

Mide-Size 0.44 0.44 0.58 0.83 
Full-Size 0.38 0.38 0.53 0.83 

Standard Pickup 0.34 0.34 0.50 0.83 
Passenger Vehicle Limits 0.29 0.29 0.45 0.83 

 359 

5.2 Alert limit based on Chinese Design Specification for Highway Alignment 360 

According to the Chinese design specification for highway alignment, the road can be divided into five 361 

grades with different design speed and road width. The vehicles can be divided into five types according to 362 

the vehicle size. Table 6 gives the detailed lateral and longitudinal alert limits based on road grade and 363 

vehicle type, where the lateral alert limit is in front of the longitudinal one. 364 

Table 6 Alert limits based on Chinese design specification for highway alignment 365 

Road grade 
 
 

Vehicle Type 
Freeway first-class 

highway 
second-class 

highway 
third-class 
highway 

forth-class 
highway 

passenger 
car 0.98m/2.78m 0.98m/2.22m 0.85m/1.67m 0.85m/1.11m 0.73m/0.83m 

passenger 
bus 0.60m/2.78m 0.60m/2.22m 0.48m/1.67m 0.48m/1.11m 0.35m/0.83m 

articulated 
bus 0.63m/2.78m 0.63m/2.22m 0.50m/1.67m 0.50m/1.11m 0.38m/0.83m 

Truck 0.63m/2.78m 0.63m/2.22m 0.50m/1.67m 0.50m/1.11m 0.38m/0.83m 
articulated 

vehicle 0.60m/2.78m 0.6m/2.22m 0.48m/1.67m 0.48m/1.11m 0.35m/0.83m 

5.3 Superiority of proposed alert limit determination method 366 

Compared to the classical alert limit defined in civil aviation, the pioneering work in the novel alert limit 367 

determination method proposed for autonomous vehicles include: Firstly, different from the alert limit in 368 

civil aviation which is determined offline by operations and common among every types of aircrafts, the 369 

alert limit for autonomous vehicles need to be determined online and real-time calculated. It is a variable 370 
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with the road and vehicle information. Then, the alert limit in civil aviation is only divided into vertical 371 

alert limit and horizontal alert limit. The priority of vertical component is higher than the horizontal one. 372 

But for autonomous vehicles, the horizontal alert limit is prior than the vertical one and needs to be refined 373 

to lateral alert limit and longitudinal alert limit to meet the safety requirements. Thirdly, the bounding box 374 

of aircraft is a constant cylinder, where the bounding box used in the proposed method is dynamic fan-375 

shaped considering the integrity risk allocation. Finally, as the route is vast and the trajectory is smooth, 376 

the aircraft kinematic model is not considered in the alert limit determination. To improve the integrity risk 377 

allocation, the kinematic model is introduced into the alert limit determination. 378 

Besides the fan-shaped bounding box and kinematic model, compared to the Ford model, the proposed 379 

method also shows superiorities in the following aspect: Firstly, there’s no trade-off and compromises in 380 

calculation. The processing is more direct and rigorous. Then, compared to the Ford model, the proposed 381 

method shows respect to the virtual driver system where the control and routing do not need to make 382 

sacrifices to enlarge the alert limit. Furthermore, the alert limit is clarified as the absolute safe space by 383 

definition, rather than the relative space, which results that the positioning and altitude errors are not 384 

considered in the alert limit determination. 385 

6 Conclusion 386 

The importance of integrity and alert limit in safety-critical navigation application is firstly analysed. A 387 

review of integrity application differences from civil aviation to autonomous vehicles is given in detail after 388 

that. To improve the research weakness, a novel alert limit determination method enhanced by the kinematic 389 

model is proposed in this paper. The integrity risk on two sides are allocated respect to the road geometry 390 

and kinematic model. A fan-shaped bounding box is more reasonable to cover the safe-critical areas. The 391 

experiment test results compared with those of the Ford model also verified the superiority of the proposed 392 

method. The alert limits calculated based on the Chinese standards will give some references for the 393 

navigation integrity for autonomous vehicles. 394 
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The authors are working on developing the online system for alert limit determination with the HD map. 395 

We believe it is great help to assess the integrity of multi-sensor navigation system and improve the integrity 396 

application in autonomous vehicles. 397 
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